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Dear friends of tokenization

Based on the deluge of invaluable feedback we received in response to 
Part one of our whitepaper series on structuring successful Security 
Token Offerings (STO's), we are excited to bring you part two!  

This paper takes a detailed look at the success factors of STO's from 
various angles. Although the basic process of tokenization - i.e. the 
packaging of tangible or intangible assets into digital units - is relatively 
straightforward, it’s implementation often requires working with multiple 
service providers. As a result, we’ve seen the development of a flourish-
ing ecosystem in which - in the words of Adam Smith - “each partner 
focuses on a part of the value creation and thus ensures an optimal 
overall result”. Ensuring a frictionless working relationship between these 
partners is essential,  because that is the only way that tokenisation 
achieves one of its primary objectives; the reduction of transactional 
costs. With this in mind, we wish you an exciting read! 

As   always,   we    look    forward   to   your   feedback,   questions   
and suggestions which can be sent to contact@21.finance. 

Max Heinzle, 
CEO 21financeFounded in 2017, 21.finance AG’s 

“Marketplace as a Service” 

(MaaS) software solution 

enables banks, financial 

intermediaries, and non-finan-

cials to create their own 

marketplace and distribute 

their products through it. With 

their own digital and legally 

compliant online shop for 

financial products, the fintech’s 

customers can optimize their 

sales channels to increase 

assets under management, 

reduce operating costs, acquire 

new customers and ultimately 

open up new revenue channels. 

The white label solution gives 

them access to software and 

support services to provide a 

fully digital and regulated 

investment experience for their 

investors. Learn more about 

21finance at www.21.finance.

Max  J.  Heinzle  holds  an  M.Sc.  in
Global    Banking   &    Finance.  He
gained    extensive   capital market
experience      as       an investment
analyst      at      a       leading     VC
firm     and    later     as     Head    of
Capital    Markets   of  a  CF  firm. In
2015,   he     co-founded    Mezzany
(OneCrowd    Securities   GmbH),  a
pioneer    in   c rowd    investing    in
Germany    with      a     transaction
volume    of    more   than   EUR 100
million and over 90,000 registered
users. In March 2017, he founded 
21.finance AG.
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Introduction

Success factors of Security Token Offerings
from different perspectives

1 Cf. Der Brutkasten: Kryptobörse um Herosphere-Cofounder Blaha holt 22 Mio. Euro über 
Crowdinvesting. Access date: 19.08.2021

New STO's are managing to secure significant funding at record speed

Digital assets exchange Blocktrade recently raised EUR 22 million from 6,000 investors in its first 
regulated securities offering, conducted with the Luxembourg regulator CSSF and its largest 
crowdfunding investment in Luxembourg to date.

Swiss challenger bank neon made history with its STO startup, reaching CHF 5 million in just a 
few hours.

US startup Blockstack, which includes elite Harvard University, raised $23 million from more than 
4,500 investors with its STO in 2019.

Faster and cheaper 
transactions         

Transparency and 
control

Better Accessibility

Tokenisation   of assets is the 
process of using smart 
contracts to automate process-
es such as settlement, compli-
ance, distribution, reporting, 
etc.             This    reduces  adminis-
trative overheads which, in turn, 
can reduce settlement times 
from a few days to the same 
day. This also reduces issuance 
and operational costs for 
managing the corresponding 
assets.   

With the ability to program 
legal obligations, rights and 
responsibilities into tokens, 
issuers and investors benefit 
from an increase in transparen-
cy and control.            

Global transferability, 24/7 
markets and the introduction of 
partial ownership of assets 
improve accessibility for 
investors. Assets such as land, 
private equity and works of art 
gain liquidity and improved 
transferability. As issuance costs 
decrease, companies once 
limited in their ability to securi-
tize their businesses gain easier 
access to capital.

2 Cf. neon: Crowdinvesting – wir haben unglaubliche 5 Millionen CHF erreicht. 
Access date: 19.08.2021

3 Cf. BTC ECHO: USA: Blockstack STO bringt 23 Millionen US-Dollar. Access date: 19.08.2021

Before we dive into the details, let’s briefly review the advantages of tokenisation.
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Bitbond, a provider of blockchain technology 
solutions, has successfully issued the first fully 
regulated and tokenized security in Germany, 
under a BaFin-approved securities prospectus 
in 2019. Adrian shares Bitbond’s invaluable 
first-hand experience in launching an STO. 

Bitbond Amazing Blocks

The Aspen Coin company, which enables investment in parts of a ski resort, was the issuer of 
one of the world's most successful security token offerings, with a total investment of USD 18 
million.

The US-based trading platform tZERO initiated an STO that raised 134 million U.S. dollars.

Naturally, there have also been a number of STO's which have not been able to secure the   fund-
ing  they  needed  to  succeed.  Which  leads  us  to the crux of Part Two of our 
whitepaper; what determines the success or failure of an STO?

To answer this question as comprehensively as possible, we’ll examine it from multiple angles 
through the eyes of global experts in their fields. 

These include: 

5  Cf. BTC ECHO: Dividende oder verzweifelter Airdrop? Overstock schüttet Security Token aus. 
Access date: 19.08.2021

4

5

4 Cf. Hackernoon: Tokenized Real Estate in 2020: What's The Update? Access date: 19.08.2021

Amazing Blocks provides solutions for tokeniza-
tion projects of all kinds, including vehicles and 
real estate. As Head of Business Development 
at Amazing Blocks, Nicolas has successfully 
managed various projects from inception and is 
personally invested in multiple blockchain 
projects. In his podcast he regularly engages 
with experts in the space. Here, he gives an 
overview of what matters most in a security 
token offering.

Blockrocket TEN31

Blockrocket has created a network for block-
chain startups and aims to help startups,  esta-
blished companies and investors realize the 
potential of blockchain technology. Benjamin, 
interviews several partners from the Blockrocket 
network and summarizes his findings in a 
commentary.

As a subsidiary of WEG Bank, TEN31 Bank AG 
offers banking services in the form of innovative 
payment solutions. With two decades of 
finance industry experience, Matthias discusses 
the tokenization market from a banking 
perspective and shares his insights into how 
banks assess STO's
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Kanzlei Nägele 
Rechtsanwälte

actus ag

NÄGELE Rechtsanwälte is a law firm with exten-
sive experience analyzing token-based 
business models in order to assist its numerous 
clients in preparing an STO.

Thomas has been involved with cryptocurren-
cies, bitcoin, tokens and the legal issues 
surrounding them since 2011. In 2016, Thomas 
was appointed to the government's working 
group on the TVTG (Token and VT Service Provid-
er Act). Herein, he describes what makes an STO 
successful from a legal perspective

actus ag is one of Liechtenstein's leading and 
most innovative tax firms specializing in new 
technologies. Its client list includes some of the 
most influential companies in the blockchain 
and fintech sectors. 

Matthias specializes in tax and accounting 
advice in the field of cryptocurrencies and block-
chain-based applications. As a pioneer in this 
sector, he is working with the first block-
chain-based company in Liechtenstein as well 
as the first STO in the EEA, among other projects 
in the space.

Lara serves as an interface between IT and tax, 
serving as an expert in the tax and accounting 
challenges that technological innovators face. 
IN a joint article, Matthias and Lara examine the 
success factors of an STO from a tax perspec-
tive 

Tokengate
Tokengate is Inacta Group’s one-stop shop offering for tokenisation. End-to-end tokenisation services, 
tailored to the requirements of each issuer, paired with Tokengate’s infrastructure tool have made Token-
gate the leading tokenisation technology provider in Zug, Vaduz and in the DMCC Dubai.

Felix Simon, Tokenisation Expert & Lead Manager is responsible for Tokengate’s business development 
and tokenisation project executions. With his investment banking, crypto asset management and crypto 
exchange background, he requires a project to be top-notch structuring and execution. To enable the 
access to sizeable investments, he supports companies across various industries in reaching outstanding 
token economics. In his article, he describes five main factors he has identified that could influence if an 
STO reaches its funding volume.
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A robust business model An experienced team

Regulation User-friendliness

Success Factors From the 

Perspective of an STO Issuer
Bitbond: "Investors must have the impression that this is a 
promising business idea and they must believe in the success 
of the company"

Bitbond conducted the first regulated Security Token Offering (STO) in Germany, pioneering this new approach 
to raising capital. In this article, Bitbond’s Adrian Raub describes the company’s experience.

Blockchain technologies and tokenization in particular are under a magnifying glass right now. Attention is 
being paid to the tokenization trend, with more and more media-savvy companies and entrepreneurs publicly 
professing to be tokenization fans. So now is a great time to launch an STO, which stands an excellent chance 
of success if you consider these factors.

A robust business model is essential to the 
successful execution of an STO. Investors must 
feel that it is a promising business idea and they 
must believe in the success of the company. If 
this isn’t the case, investors will be wary of invest-
ing in the offering. In this regard, it is important 
to provide comprehensive information about 
the company, product, underlying investment 
object and the instrument to be issued. Ensure 
that potential investors can form their own 
comprehensive picture of the offering. 

Regulation also plays a big role in determining 
the future success of STO's. In European Union 
countries, we definitely need a more unified 
approach to token economy regulation. We 
already see some changes in individual coun-
tries such as Germany, what is still missing is a 
cross-national standard. Once this is set, more 
investor confidence in STO's will increase.

Usability of applications and user interfaces is 
critical to success. While the underlying technol-
ogies may be complex, the process for subscrib-
ing to digital assets should not be. Users should 
have access to a clean, easy-to-use interface - 
regardless of the underlying technology.

Distributed ledger technology is relatively new 
and complex. Therefore, it is very important for 
the success of a STO to build a blockchain-ex-
perienced team at the very beginning. The 
team should be well-equipped to develop a 
high-quality product and to provide support at 
all stages of the fundraising and distribution 
process. 
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Bitbond provides bank-enabled blockchain technology solutions for financial institutions that dramatically 
improve the issuance, settlement, and custody of securities. The solution modules offered consist of digital 
asset custody, asset tokenization, and on-chain payments. Bitbond was founded in 2013 and initially used 
blockchain technology for its small business marketplace lending platform. In 2019, the company successfully 
issued the first fully regulated and tokenized security in Germany under a BaFin-approved securities prospec-
tus.  Bitbond has implemented white-label software solutions for clients across Europe and in Asia. It is a 
diverse team of specialists with banking, tech, legal and consulting backgrounds, including experience from 
leading finance and tech companies.

In September 2020, Adrian took on the role of Sales 
Director of Bitbond. He is a business development 
expert with a background in law and finance. Within 
the Bitbond team, his role is to identify business 
opportunities and help customers find the right 
solution for their needs.

Adrian Raub Saher Zoabi

Saher joined Bitbond in 2019. With a background in 
management and operations, he ensures seamless 
collaboration across departments. He is responsible 
for marketing and handles customer support activi-
ties. 
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Appropriate marketing is essential. In the perception of the general public, 
STO's are not yet considered to be a trusted investment class. . 

On one hand, it is necessary to drive curiosity about the specific product to 
be tokenized.  On the other hand, it is also necessary to strengthen 
confidence in the STO investment class as a whole. Many investors are still 
somewhat skeptical about blockchain-based technologies because they 
equate "blockchain" with "risk" instead of "database."

Those who have made a lot of money with cryptocurrencies will be more 
willing to invest in other blockchain-based financial products. The willing-
ness to invest in an STO will increase proportionally with the value of the 
reserve currency, BTC.

Cryptocurrency prices and the STO market are related in the sense that 
someone who invests in cryptocurrencies usually has some blockchain 
affinity and might be interested in security token offerings for that reason.

Investor portals certainly help with dissemination. The more an STO 
becomes viewed as a normal financial product, the more traction this 
investment class will gain.

Do cryptocurrency 
prices affect STO's 
chances of success?

Success Factors From the 

Perspective of a Neo-Bank

TEN31: "The willingness to invest in an STO will increase 
proportionally with the value of the reserve currency, BTC "

Als  Leiter  der  Neo-Bank  TEN31  beobachtet   Matthias  von  Hauff  seit  vielen  Jahren den
Tokenisierungsmarkt  aus   Bankensicht. Im  Interview   gibt   er   uns   Einblicke  darin,  wie
Banken den Erfolg von Security Token Offerings beurteilen.

In your opinion, 
what factors are 
crucial for the 
success of an STO?

Do investor portals 
increase the 
chances of 
success for STO's?

Investors are driven by very different motives. The quality of the product is 
certainly a factor. However, some market participants also invest in junk 
bonds, etc. That's why I wouldn’t want to focus on product quality exclusive-
ly.

Does it depend on 
the quality of the 
product behind it?
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"Always one step ahead." With this mission, the German WEG Bank AG initially dedicated itself to the housing 
industry and secured a role as a leading institution for WEGs and property managers. With the establishment 
of the FinTech division "TEN31" and a renaming of the bank to "TEN31 Bank AG", the institute remains true to its 
innovative spirit and established a second product line: banking services in innovative payment transactions. 
TEN31 Bank AG focuses in particular on the everyday usability of digital currencies with the aim of offering real 
added value to all stakeholders. TEN31 Bank is the bridge between conventional banking and the blockchain 
world.

Matthias von Hauff has been working in the financial industry for two decades. After completing his bachelor's 
degree in Property Valuation and Finance in London, Mr. von Hauff held senior positions in various renowned 
banks, including Hypo Vereinsbank, Eurohyp AG, and as CEO of BfW - Bank für Wohnungswirtschaft AG in 
Mannheim. For the past 5 years, Mr. von Hauff has headed WEG Bank and its fintech subsidiary ten31 in Munich. 
Due to his versatile professional experience, Mr. von Hauff has profound knowledge of the German financial 
industry and banking.

Matthias von Hauff
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In our opinion, the token structure must also be carefully considered. The number of tokens should be set 
appropriately. For example, a total issue volume of 50 billion tokens would not be ideal. The keyword here 
is "penny stocks". 

Furthermore, the nominal amount of each individual token should not be set too low and should at least 
correspond to the smallest currency unit. Ideally no less than one Swiss franc or one euro. If the denomina-
tion is less than 1 centime/euro cent, it is not possible to deposit in FIAT money. The minimum investment 
amount should also be well considered and tailored to the target group. Another advantage is if the 
chosen blockchain uses existing standards, as is the case with Ethereum. We believe this can improve 
trust in the STO.

Suitable token structure

Success Factors From the 

Perspective of a Legal Advisor

Nägele Rechtsanwälte: “ What factors influence 
the success of an STO?"

The law firm NÄGELE Rechtsanwälte GmbH has already advised and assisted numerous clients in the prepara-
tion of an STO. Particularly with regard to the legal structuring, or the preparation of the offering memorandum 
or securities prospectus in accordance with the European Securities Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU) 
2017/1129). In our experience, the following factors in particular have an impact on the success of an STO:

To be successful, a well thought-out and convincing business model is required. The product itself should 
be as simple as possible, with a simple corporate structure. For example, a classic vanilla product, 
designed as an equity instrument or as a debt security with a fixed term and interest rate. Everyone 
understands this and even inexperienced investors can grasp the concept. Anything that is exotic, legal-
ly nested across multiple companies and complicated is going to be difficult for the retail investor to 
understand. Very few investors are willing to invest in something they do not understand. 

Classic product

The recommended corporate form for an STO in Liechtenstein is the AG. The Liechtenstein AG is one of 
the most popular and most common legal forms in Liechtenstein and has the advantage of being 
internationally known. The Liechtenstein AG is a legal entity. Only the company's assets are liable for the 
company's liabilities.

Known company form



When considering whether or not an STO will be successful, the content and format of information provid-
ed to potential investors should not be underestimated. The effect on potential interested parties is differ-
ent if there is a securities prospectus reviewed by a financial market supervisory authority. That is why we 
generally recommend preparing a securities prospectus in accordance with the new European Securi-
ties Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2017/1129). A prospectus audited by a financial market super-
visory authority is not checked for correctness of content, but only for completeness, comprehensibility 
and consistency (coherence). With an audited prospectus, the investor can be confident that all 
prescribed information is contained in the securities prospectus.

In our daily advisory work, we repeatedly encounter clients who try to circumvent the scope of applica-
tion of this regulation or to benefit from an exemption from the scope of application.  In some cases, the 
result is that even greater effort is required to prepare a securities prospectus. The Prospectus Regula-
tion is very flexible and provides for various types of prospectus, such as the "EU growth prospectus", 
which has lower overall requirements and can generally be produced more quickly and at lower cost 
than a standard prospectus. 

The advantage of a securities prospectus is that a prospectus approved by a European financial market 
supervisory authority can be passported to all countries of the EU/EEA area within just one day. This 
means that the public offering of a security can take place simultaneously in all EU/EEA countries. This 
process requires only one prospectus, which can be used for all desired target countries by means of 
translation into a language recognized by the competent financial market supervisory authority, or into 
a language commonly used in international financial circles. In addition, the summary (maximum 7 
pages) must be available in one of the official languages or in a language recognized by the competent 
financial market supervisory authority.

Transparent information for the investor

From our experience, the choice of jurisdiction for token issuance should be carefully considered. Some 
jurisdictions are more receptive to new technologies and STO's than others. For some time now, we have 
received an increasing number of inquiries from issuers domiciled in other jurisdictions who were not 
satisfied with the securities prospectus review process and would like to submit their prospectus to the 
FMA Liechtenstein for approval. 

As far as the Financial Market Authority (FMA) Liechtenstein is concerned, we in the Principality of Liech-
tenstein are in an advantageous position. Liechtenstein recognized the potential and challenges of 
blockchain technology early on and created the world's first comprehensive legal framework for the 
application of blockchain technology, in the form of the Token and VT Service Providers Act (TVTG) - 
colloquially known as the "Blockchain Act". This has been in force since 01.01.2020.  In doing so, Liechten-
stein has proven that it is not only open to new technologies and digital innovation, but also wants to 
promote them in a targeted manner. 
The much-cited "short paths" also make Liechtenstein an attractive location for an STO. Cooperation 
and communication with the FMA work excellently. We have experienced the FMA's way of working as 
cooperative, pragmatic and flexible.

Inclined jurisdiction

Security Token Offerings: Anatomy & Context | 14
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The law firm NÄGELE Rechtsanwälte GmbH, Vaduz specializes in commercial law issues in private and public 
law, in particular blockchain/DLT, IT, internet, telecommunications, corporate, company, capital markets, labor, 
contract and property law. NÄGELE Rechtsanwälte's clients include international companies, banks, SMEs and 
family businesses from the region, as well as private individuals and public institutions.

NÄGELE Attorneys at Law has in-depth experience in the analysis of token-based business models and has 
assisted numerous clients in the preparation of an STO, in particular with regard to the legal structuring or the 
preparation of an offering memorandum or securities prospectus in accordance with the European Securities 
Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2017/1129).

In our opinion, the so-called "golden rule" of success does not exist, just as there is no golden rule for success 
in general. Whether an STO is successful or not depends - as with any other product - on a variety of factors. 

2020 showed us that timing plays an important role. Whoever launched an STO here in the middle of the 
general lockdown had to make a greater effort to ensure that the offer was even noticed by the target 
group at all, as the general interest in investments was reduced due to the Corona situation. Of course, 
the so-called "luck of the draw" of launching the right product at the right time should not go unmen-
tioned. Nevertheless, we are convinced that those who take the above factors into account generally 
increase their chances of ultimately being successful with their STO.

The right time

Thomas Nägele, founding partner of NÄGELE Rechtsanwälte GmbH, holds a Master of Laws and Financial 
Markets as well as a PhD from the University of Liechtenstein and studied law at the Universities of Vienna and 
Sankt Gallen. He has been involved with cryptocurrencies, bitcoin, tokens and all legal issues related to block-
chain technology since 2011 and has also been advising in this area since founding the firm in 2015. The broad 
spectrum of this technology raises numerous new legal issues. As President of the CRYPTO COUNTRY ASSOCIA-
TION, he supports crypto and blockchain projects in the country of Liechtenstein. In 2016, Thomas Nägele was 
appointed to the government's working group on the TVTG (Token and VT Services Act). Since 2017, he has also 
been a lecturer in IT law at the University of Liechtenstein. Thomas Nägele has published several papers, includ-
ing the book "Blockchain rules" in collaboration with Piska and Völkel and "Secondary Market for Security 
Token".

Thomas Nägele
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Amazing Blocks has already consulted with several STO's as a tokenization service provider.  

Success Factors From the 

Perspective of a 
Tokenization Service Provider

Amazing Blocks: "Probably the most important issues 
are marketing and an issuer's network"

According to an empirical study by Thomas 
Lambert, Daniel Liebau and Peter Roosen-
boom, the success of a STO can be measured 
by the following parameters: 

Amount of capital raised

Percentage of initial target investments 
secured

 Achieved soft cap

Decisive factors for a successful implementa-
tion are again an interplay of several aspects. 
All regulations related to the project should be 
taken into account as a foundational require-
ment. Prospectus obligations as well as any 
other jurisdiction-dependent factors must be 
taken into account in the planning and imple-
mentation stages,, particularly in the case of a 
public STO.

On the technical side, it is primarily important 
that. 

The smart contracts used are audited by 
neutral third parties

The software is intuitive to use, so that even 
inexperienced blockchain investors can use 
it efficiently.

The underlying asset to be tokenised
should be an attractive investment in
itself. Taking real estate tokenisation as an
example, fundamental factors such as
location is essential for success, regardless
of the underlying technology. While
marketing hype can be desirable up to a
point, the value and quality of the asset
itself will always be what drives sustainable
growth in the long term.

Perhaps the most important factors though, are 
marketing and the network of the issuer. For 
public and private STO's, the community the 
issuer can build around the STO is crucial, 
because it is the vehicle for building volume. A 
well thought-out marketing strategy is required 
to build out this network. 

Marketing is even more important in the STO 
market than in the traditional financial sector, 
because of the increased need to educate 
users and investors on the concept. It’s this 
education that ultimately creates the bridge 
between CeFi and DeFi. 

Last but not least, a general standardization of 
the market needs to occur in order to carry out 
successful STO's with secondary market connec-
tivity.
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The influence of the crypto market

Although  the   crypto    market    and    the  tokenisation  industry  are  different  sectors, several  recent 
studies  show  a  strong  correlation  between  the  two.  That  said,  the  crypto  market,  with  a market 
capitalization of over USD 2 trillion, is currently significantly larger than the STO market, which canmainly 
be attributed  to  the fact  that  there  are  fewer  legal hurdles for the crypto market to jump. When it 
comes to physical assets, scepticism is naturally a bigger problem. That said, if the crypto market conti-
nues to gain credibility, this will have a positive effect on the Security Token market, since more trust will 
be placed in blockchain applications in general. This was recently seen in the corresponding increase in 
interest in STO's, which was reflected in the market.

Amazing Blocks AG was founded in Liechtenstein with ETHER as initial capital: The goal is to offer the perfect 
solution for tokenization projects (e.g. real estate, cars, machines): Specifically, this means flexible tokens (e.g. 
Equity or Debt or Participation Rights) according to the Liechtenstein Token Act, which from a German perspec-
tive then represent e.g. a normal security. Holistic software (software-as-a-service) and consulting support the 
lifecycle of tokenization projects. A company can then be established remotely and is easy to manage. It is 
based on tokenized digital shares. It can be used for blockchain startups and as a legal shell (Special Purpose 
Vehicle, SPV) for any tokenized asset.

Nicolas Weber is a long-time blockchain enthusiast, crypto investor, author, philanthropist, podcast host and 
entrepreneur who currently works as Head of Business Development at Amazing Blocks AG. He joined the 
tokenization startup before its official launch and his responsibilities include: Business Development, Sales, 
Marketing and Operations.  Previously, he worked for established companies such as Daimler AG, Dieffenbach-
er GmbH and Allianz Global Investors GmbH.

Nicolas Weber



In recent times, we have seen numerous STO's raise large sums of money in a very short period of time. This has 
prompted us at Blockrocket to ask ourselves what differences and similarities exist between these individual 
offerings. We then asked various blockchain experts from the Blockrocket network for their input. We have 
summarized our findings in the commentary below:

Our impressions from the interviews show that, in principle, there are several success factors for a successful 
STO and each project does need to be considered individually. The fact is, there is no easy route to guaran-
teed success for an STO. However, these are some of the common success factors we were able to identify.

The minimum investment amount should always 
be based on the target group. If the intended 
funding goal is to be achieved by means of 
retail investors, the minimum investment 
amount should be within their means. If the 
goal of the STO is to raise funds by means of 
smaller professional or institutional investors, a 
higher minimum investment amount is accept-
able. 

Minimum investment 
amount

The underlying asset to be tokenized should be 
attractive to investors regardless of the underly-
ing technology and should be in line with the 
current market sentiment. If the offering is 
based on a share, for example, dividends and 
voting rights have an influence on its success. If, 
for example, it is a real estate project, the 
location of the property is critical.

The type of the 
underlying asset

An investment is generally attractive if it offers 
the prospect of a comparatively high return. 
More investors will be interested in a security 
token offering if there is a clear path to profit 
from the investment.

Interest rate or token 
economy 

An approval letter from local regulators will 
boost investor confidence. In Switzerland, for 
example, this would come from FINMA. Approv-
al is not always legally required, depending on 
the asset, but it is still recommended to 
increase the overall credibility of the project.

Regulatory approval
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Success Factors From the 

Perspective of an Investor 
in Blockchain Startups

Blockrocket: "There is no general golden rule 
that guarantees a successful STO"



Tokens traded on a secondary market stand a 
greater chance of success. Secondary market 
options for STO's continue to grow and this 
should be taken advantage of wherever possi-
ble. 

Depository partner or 
secondary market In some cases, the availability of insurance can 

make investing in a STO more attractive to 
investors.

Insurance 

The blockchain underlying the token can also 
be a key success factor. For example, some 
investors may find it easier to use an Ethereum 
wallet as opposed to a Polkadot/ WanChain 
wallet.

When structuring an STO, considering these factors and consulting with any experienced partners you may 
have can be critical to success.

Underlying Blockchain

It is critical to consider who the target investor 
is. Non-professional, accredited or institutional 
investors all have different motivating factors  
and these need to be taken into account. This 
will also help in estimating the amount of 
money expected to be raised in order to 
appear credible in the market.

Target investors 

The prospectus or investor information should 
be detailed and professional, allowing for clear 
and efficient access to the relevant information. 
A professional prospectus usually includes at 
least the following: 

Business plan
Profit forecast
Capital requirements
Independent valuation

Prospectus or investor 
information

The number of tokens issued, the value of a 
token, the soft capitalization and the duration 
of the offering should be well considered. It is 
important to take the framework and general 
circumstances in which the token is issued into 
account.

Look for opportunities in the form of a special 
purpose vehicle ("SVP"), or an established 
company which may already have a network of 
corporate contacts, potential investors in place.

Token structure 
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BLOCKROCKET is an accelerator for blockchain startups that provides an exclusive ecosystem to help 
startups, companies and investors realize the potential of blockchain technology through shared co-working 
spaces in several cities in the DACH region.
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Benjamin Horvath is Managing Director of BLOCKROCKET - the leading investor and accelerator program for 
early-stage blockchain startups in Germany. As a German venture capitalist and startup consultant with key 
competencies in psychometrics, process optimization, technical development leadership and international 
management, he has been guiding startups in their development for several years. He is also Vice Treasurer 
and Board Member at the International Token Standardization Association, a non-profit organization aiming 
to set standards for the global token economy.

Benjamin Horvath
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actus  ag  not only advised the first STO in the Principality of Liechtenstein, and from there on supervised  and  
accompanied  numerous  STO's  with  regard  to tax matters. Based on this, these are what we consider to be 
key.

In order to show the tax treatment of an STO, it makes sense to break the STO down into its individual phases. 
The first phase is funding, where investors receive ownership claims to the tokens in exchange for their capital. 
The second phase involves the development of the platform and the company's activities post STO and the 
final phase is the allocation and sale of the tokens.

Splitting the STO into its steps

To determine the income tax consequences, it must be determined whether the financing is equity, debt or 
participation certificates. If the Security Token cannot be qualified as an equity, or debt instrument, then the 
proceeds from the token sale generally represent income recognized in profit or loss. At the same time, if 
structured appropriately, the proceeds can regularly be booked against prepayments without a refund obliga-
tion and then a tax-neutral STO would be possible.

Whether VAT is incurred at this stage depends on the service relationships between thecompany and the 
investors and must be examined on a case-by-case basis. If the coin is to be classified as a Security Coin 
according to the definition of the EStV, which is usually the case with an STO, it is exempt from tax and 
precludes an input tax deduction. From the investors' point of view, however, income tax may result from the 
obtained surrender claim. A distinction must be made here as to whether the claim is to be allocated to private 
or business assets. If it is to be allocated to private assets, no taxation is triggered, but if it is held as business 
assets, at least the acquisition costs must be capitalized in the balance sheet.

Success Factors From the 

Perspective of a Tax Law Firm

actus AG: "SPV vs. fractional ownership?"

Phase 1: Funding the STO

Changes in value realized during the post-STO development phase - through investments in cryptocurrencies 
- constitute income and are subject to income tax. At the same time, however, expenses incurred during the
development and justified as business-related are also tax deductible.

With regard to VAT, the performance must again be examined in detail. While trading in utility coins is regularly 
subject to tax if no tax exemption is relevant, transfers of security tokens are exempt services. 

Step 2: Period of development after the STO
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When the tokens are allocated, income tax may arise at the investor level. Here again, as already described 
in phase 1, it depends on whether the tokens are to be allocated to business or private assets.

Phase 3: Allocation of the tokens

The sale of the security tokens does not give rise to a limited tax liability in Liechtenstein. Therefore, Liechten-
stein tax law does not provide for any withholding tax with respect to such sale transactions. Therefore, only 
the taxation rules of the country of residence have to be considered. Just as in phase 1, the determination of 
any VAT burden must be based on the underlying service and thus on the token in the individual case.

Phase 4: Sale of the tokens
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One aspect that is often overlooked is the incurrence of stamp taxes when equity instruments are chosen. 
If equity securities are issued to create or increase equity, stamp taxes of 1% are payable if the exemption 
amount of CHF 1 million has been exceeded. If, on the other hand, a debt instrument is chosen to finance 
the STO, no stamp taxes arise as the instrument is not an equity security.

The choice of the financing instrument

Although it is often initially the case that the asset itself is to be tokenized directly, once the subsequent 
expenses involved are highlighted, an SPV is usually chosen to tokenize the asset. In this case, the asset is 
deposited into the SPV and subsequently, shares in the SPV are tokenized and issued. Accordingly, the 
asset is recorded on the SPV's balance sheet, and the SPV's board of directors is liable. In contrast, when 
the asset is tokenized directly, the fraction of the asset is held directly by the token holder. The following 
example should show that tokenization via SPV is not only advantageous due to liability limitations.

SPV vs. fractional ownership

If a property is tokenized via an SPV structure, it is recorded on the balance 
sheet of the SPV and the token holders participate in the asset in the form 
of their share certificates in the SPV. Rental income and operating expens-
es are taxed by the SPV and any income is distributed to the token holders 
as a form of dividend payment. If, on the other hand, the property is directly 
tokenized and it is a fractional ownership, the question arises whether all 
token holders must now be registered/registered in the land register when 
they buy/sell tokens. There has been some clarification that this step in 
particular does not have to be done. However, especially if the property is 
located abroad, the complexity and the effort can be significantly 
increased when mapping the tokenization via fractional ownership.

If the real estate is located in Germany, but the token holder is resident in 
Liechtenstein and has a share in the real estate in the form of fractional 
ownership, he must declare the proportional rental income as income from 
renting and leasing within the scope of an additional German tax return. 
This regulation already takes effect from an income of 5€. In concrete 
terms, this means that each token holder would, for example, have to 
prepare a separate determination declaration in the case of German real 
estate and declare his income and expenses from holding the token or the 
real estate, whereas in the case of participation via an SPV, he would only 
have to declare the distributions as investment income.
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As one of the leading and most innovative tax firms in Liechtenstein, we offer consulting services covering the 
DACHLI region. Furthermore, we deal with new technologies and continuously develop ourselves to discover 
and master new challenges.

Our clients appreciate this far-sightedness and expertise, as well as our reliability and individual support and 
advice. Due to our affinity towards new technologies, numerous companies from the blockchain and fintech 
sector place their trust in us.

However, not only in the case of tokenization of physical assets, but also in the case of employee participation 
programs, tokenization via an SPV is significantly simpler than tokenization via fractional ownership. Employee 
participation programs are used as an incentive system or as a financing instrument and grant employees 
direct participation or option via shares or company shares or a purely financial equality with shareholders via 
a virtual participation. If these shares or rights are now to be tokenized, it is easier to handle the allocation and 
administration, as well as the tax declaration of the resulting rights and financial entitlements via an SPV, 
rather than doing so via direct participation in the corresponding company, i.e. via fractional ownership. The 
difference in effort required, however, depends on the design of the individual shares with their rights and 
claims, as well as the knowledge of the individuals themselves.

This shows that not only possible taxes, but also structuring issues should be considered before the STO from 
a tax perspective in order to avoid high complexity and expense.

Matthias Langer is a tax consultant and partner of 
actus ag. He has been working in the Principality of 
Liechtenstein since 2008 and founded actus ag in 
2016. His consulting focus is on Liechtenstein and 
German tax law as well as cross-border tax structur-
ing. In addition, he specializes in tax and accounting 
advice in the field of cryptocurrencies and block-
chain-based applications. As a pioneer in this sector, 
he worked with the first blockchain-based company 
in Liechtenstein as well as the first STO in the EEA. He 
provides tax advice regarding new technologies, and 

Lara Olms works as a Tax Engineer in the tax consul-
tancy actus AG in Triesen, Liechtenstein. As an 
interface between IT and taxes, she deals with 
technological innovations and their possibilities and 
challenges in the area of taxes and accounting. Lara 
often works with the IT department on the develop-
ment of IT solution concepts for the identified 
challenges and market needs.

Matthias Langer Lara Olms
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The core factor for a successful tokenisation that lies in the hands of the issuer and is the professional 
project management. Multiple internal and external parties need to be instructed, coordinated, and 
monitored throughout the whole process to reach the target without costly delays.

Key factors that need to be managed throughout each tokenisation project include:

Stakeholder alignment (business, technology, community, legal, banking, etc.)

Allocation of resources

Dependencies

Stringent execution monitoring

Milestones/deadlines

Risk management

We recommend taking a holistic view at the project outset and create a work-breakdownstructure for a 
lean and efficient project setup. This allows to see the required tasks, decide on the performing actors, 
discover interdependencies, and have a realistic execution timeline and budget.

An experienced professional can ensure efficiency, reliable delivery, and synergies throughout the project. 
Here, the selection of the right deal team is of utmost importance. In supporting the assembly of deal 
teams for issuers, we experienced that stakeholder interests are easy to align if addressed properly. Capa-
ble DLT industry actors and service providers do create aligned interests and potentially long-term partner-
ships.

Professional project management - Experience combined with
best practices ensures fast delivery

Success factors from the

perspective of a tokenisation
platform
Tokengate: “Token Economics is the usual
driver of an STO’s value.”

Tokengate is a tokenisation pioneer since 2017 who enabled one of the first Swiss regulated Security Token 
Offerings within the commodities industry. Today, a SaaS platform coupled with tokenisation services consti-
tute a one-stop shop for the entire issuance execution. The client base comprises of Swiss & international 
banks, financial intermediaries, and SMEs across the globe.

Tokengate’s experience in complex tokenisations and the completion of multiple STO's and ICO's across six 
industry verticals has enabled them to observe the key factors for successful projects. These factors can be 
arranged into 5 distinct groups:
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Token Economics is the driver of an STO’s intrinsic value. Taking the view of a potential acquirer, we ask the 
question of why tokenisation makes sense. What is the motivation behind it? For successful STO's, this is 
usually a coherent business model (or a potentially valuable asset) being tokenised. If created well, this is 
easily understandable to the target group and therefore supports the acceptance and adoption 
likelihood.

The connection of the mentioned economic interest (or asset) with functionality or representation within a 
token, is the Token Economy. Beyond the pure economic interest of the issuer, this is the point where the 
interest of the target community needs to be considered. Knowing the target group is important, i.e. retail 
acquirers have different selection criteria than professional investors and security token differ strongly from
collectable items. The envisaged future token owners’ interests, valued functions and features should drive 
the token design. Notable targets therein could include reaching a balanced overlap of financial interest, 
technical functionality, and user friendliness. This creates a win-win situation between the token issuer and 
users and community momentum drives the token adoption.

A good communication strategy span across the different phases of the tokenisation and
allows for a lean development meeting token target interest whist preparing the community
for the upcoming offering at the same time. If done correctly, this also avoids issuers become
“project blind”, i.e. overlooking the challenges or limitations of DLT. A well-intended, but
ineffective token design, misses its potential.

Token economics & community - Token design that exceeds
buyer expectations

Specific token economics and token functionalities can influence legal, distribution, and taximplications. 
Instead of seeing legal & compliance as mitigant from potential risks to the issuer, one should rather under-
stand it as the framework to create a token structure that is in line with the target market and holder types. 
An example is the place of issuance. Issuers should request a comparison between jurisdictions of someone 
with worldwide issuance experience. Switzerland and Liechtenstein are at the forefront for DLT and token 
issuance regulation, followed by UAE with the DMCC Free Trade Zone. These  powerful technologysuppor-
tive countries pose secure jurisdictions for both local and foreign issuers. Such a comparison allows the 
issuer to best utilize EU/EEA and Rest of World coverage form Crypto Valley and its extensions.

The preparation of issuance is followed by the implementation thereof. Here all legal requirements or limita-
tions need to be observed thoroughly during the distribution process. Erroneous actions pose a pending 
risk to the issuer, whilst proper execution can be a highly time-consuming and costly process. Infrastructure 
solutions help to limit this as well as licensed service providers ensuring AML, payment management, custo-
dy without needing to build up costly headcount.

Risk management - Licensed partners for compliant execution
and optimal financial accounting
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To decrease execution cost, Tokengate created an end-to-end SaaS platform as infrastructure which is 
also used by Swiss banks to onboard clients meeting all AML requirements, organize payments, distribute 
tokens, and manage the token lifecycle (i.e. dividend/participation payment, corporate actions, or similar). 
The availability of such a platform allows cost-efficient execution.

Mobile optimized onboarding for individuals and legal entities of different legal forms

Compliant document handling and retention

AML checks across banking-grade databases

Risk-weighted onboarding setup

Exclusion of restricted countries or personnel (high-risk and sanctioned countries, PEP, ...)

AML requirements on incoming payments (fiat & crypto)

Custody safekeeping

Recording of the entire acquisition process provides an auditable proof that all requirements
were followed. This is important to not be held accountable for inappropriate fundraising in
the future by any country, despite following the ruling law at time of issuance.

Infrastructure - Proven infrastructure mitigates risks, improves
execution speed and its quality

The explained setup should lead to the highest likelihood of token issuance success, while mitigating the 
effect of negative external factors. However, even the best model is just as good as the individuals imple-
menting it. Therefore, we recommend investing the appropriate time in the beginning and deciding which 
setup is best for the given project. An adequate partner calls a spade a spade, provides constructive input 
where needed, connects within a proven network, shares experience, and identifies synergies to bolster 
deal success.

Partnership - Token distribution support from reliable partners
with distribution competencies and ecosystem

To support tokenisation success, we check each mandate against best practice deal qualification criteria. We 
do this, as we also have ventures ourselves and believe in the success of people and companies with a strong 
entrepreneurial spirit. With a common target, agreed responsibilities, clear deliverables and milestones, one 
can embark on the tokenisation journey together.
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Tokengate is the one-stop-shop for token issuance and lifecycle management. The interdisciplinary team of 
Tokengate and its international ecosystem consists of over 80 world-class blockchain experts, design profes-
sionals, business operations experts and technologists. With this, Tokengate is the expert when it comes to 
complex and international tokenisation, token economies with additional platform elements and multiple 
tokens as well as enabling innovative use cases leveraging the programmability of the tokens. Token buyers 
profit from an all-in-one toolkit, providing best user experience leveraging leading edge technologies.

As part of the Inacta Group, Tokengate the leading tokenisation technology provider in Zug, Vaduz and DMCC 
Dubai, covering six key verticals: financial services, real estate, commodities, sports & gaming, art & collect-
ibles, and ESG.

With over 12 years of professional experience in financial services, Felix Simon is Tokenisation Expert and Lead 
Manager at Tokengate. He supports companies on the possibilities of tokenisation and leads projects 
end-to-end from business alignment to token lifecycle management. He started his career at Credit Suisse 
Investment Banking - corporate finance, followed by derivative investment structuring and became Head of 
Sales for Structured Products for the Middle East and Southern Europe. In 2017 he created an active co-invest-
ment for cryptocurrencies, followed by heading business development of Liechtenstein’s first crypto exchange. 
After a successful ICO and one of the world’s first IEO's, he focused on security tokenisation. Felix’s motivation 
lies in combining economic logic, financial structuring, and distribution capabilities of the incumbent industry 
with the possibilities within DLT. He sees regulatory compliant infrastructure as the key for a valuable addition 
to current financial markets and economic development. As an alumnus of the University of Oxford, Felix also 
holds a Master in Finance, Banking and International Management from the University of Mannheim.

Felix Simon



Main Findings

Regardless of the underlying technology, an STO needs to be an attractive investment in itself in order to 
attract investors. In this way, an STO’s success factors have much in common with those of more traditional 
financial products. If the offering is based on a share, for example, dividends and voting rights will increase the 
chances of successful funding. In the case of a real estate project, the location of the property is critical. If 
small investors are to be targeted in the STO, a well-known and less exotic product should be chosen to ensure 
that the target investor understands the investment. The underlying asset can influence the success of an STO, 
but should not be considered the sole success factor.

The quality of the underlying asset is key

An investor will invest if he is confident in the success of the project and feels that he has a sufficient under-
standing of the proposal. The central task in the course of an STO is therefore to build trust among the target 
group. This can be achieved by incorporating success factors such as a professional and detailed prospectus 
or investor information, the existence of regulatory approval, an experienced team, and a robust and 
wellthought-out business model. Numerous examples of past STO’s confirm the importance of a strong 
network, as volume can only be generated through a community. Building this network requires a 
well-thought-out marketing strategy with a focus on transparency and clarity of information. This content 
needs to be distributed via the appropriate channels for each target group. Marketing is more important in the 
STO market than in the traditional financial sector, because of the greater need to educate the investor. 
Itremains a challenge to convince new blockchain investors of the legitimacy of the model and to build trust in 
the Security Token investment class.

Transparent communication

Another key factor is the user-friendliness of the systems and applications. Issuers should ensure that the invest-
ment process is as intuitive and simple as possible for the investor. Experience shows that every click that is not 
necessary lowers the conversion rate. Cooperation with an issuing portal can be helpful here.

User-friendly transaction process

External factors also influence whether a Security Token Offering is accepted by the industry or not. Uniform 
and cross-border regulation, for example, would increase confidence in the technology and encourage more 
investors to invest.

The development of the crypto market is also very likely to affect the placement success of an STO. If more 
investors enter the crypto market and make profits from it, likely, this target group is also willing to invest in STO.

External influences

What factors affect the success of an STO?
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Integration of partners in the ecosystem

In principle, it makes sense to involve the ecosystem partners in the parameters to be defined for the 
Security Token Offering such as the company form, jurisdiction,
token structure, minimum investment amount, interest rate, choice of blockchain,
and target group to be involved or to hold non-binding discussions about them. Various companies in the 
ecosystem have specialized in specific aspects of tokenisation and can provide optimal support in 
determining the individual aspects. In addition to the high level of expertise provided by specialization, 
relevant resources can be used efficiently.       
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Final Thoughts

Many different factors influence whether a security token offering 
is successful or not. The design of the financial product itself, as 
well as sufficient transparency an d cl early la id ou t pl anning and 
information have been identified as key factors. Invariably, the first 
step in the process of any STO should be to find suitable partners 
in the ecosystem who can advise and contribute to both 
development planning and the growth of a network. It is clear that 
coordinating the various parties involved in the process of an STO 
is a major success factor. That’s where we can help. 

If you have any questions, comments, or would like more 
information, please feel free to email us at: contact@21.finance.

If you’ve enjoyed this second part of our series of STO 
whitepapers, you’ll be pleased to note that you can secure your 
copy of Part Three; "Secondary Markets for STO" at 21.finance/
security-token-whitepaper-series.
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Disclaimer

This publication is for information purposes only and does not constitute investment 
advice, investment analysis or an invitation to buy or sell financial instruments. In partic-
ular, the document is not intended to replace individual investment or other advice. The 
information contained in this publication is based on the state of knowledge at the time 
of preparation and may be changed at any time without further notice. The authors 
have taken the greatest possible care in selecting the sources of information used and 
accept no liability for the accuracy, completeness or up-to-dateness of the information 
or sources of information provided or for any resulting liability or damage of any kind 
(including consequential or indirect damage, loss of profit or the occurrence of fore-
casts made).
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